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The colonization of virtual worlds
has only just begun with many
games and platforms providing
entertainment, alternative lifestyles,
creative marketing, augmented ads,
and new sources of revenue. But the
true potential of the metaverse is yet
to develop and mature. If we learned
anything from the recent COVID19
pandemic, it’s that digitization is the
crucial next step for humanity, and it
still has a long way to go.

INTRODUCTION

People were isolated and separated
from the community for a long time
when the COVID19 pandemic
occurred. How can we continue to
enjoy life when everything is turned
Sunflower
upside
down
and
delayed?
Travelling, education, remote work,
social interactions, virtual galleries
and concerts, can all benefit from the development and mass adoption of metaverse technologies.
Inspired by the travel program’s recent global “Power of Travel” campaign, "Sunflower Blossom Metaverse" is a great online
traveling solution when it comes to bringing the best, most vivid experiences in the Metaverse virtual reality space environment
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THE IDEA

"Sunflower Blossom Metaverse" is a multi-layer game adapted from a story
set in the Covid19 pandemic situation when people were isolated and could
not leave their homes. The desire to be free and go everywhere to enjoy life
and see the beautiful sights of the world has led people to a wild parallel
earth planet but full of Sunflowers, that is, "Sunflower Blossom Metaverse".
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Players on Sunflower Blossom Planet can create a unique identity, receive NFT cards,
develop the community residents, citizens can play in the metaverse, go travel online,
enjoy the natural landscapes, flowers and plants of Sunflower planet, go shopping,
trading, finance, socializing, and together to build the "Sunflower Blossom Metaverse"
of the grass and wood and rural, city-state streetscape.
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In "Sunflower Blossom Meta-Universe", individuals will have a complete
identity, social relations and resources to carry out social activity as in
the real world.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Covid-19 has led to an explosion of video
game popularity. Sunflower Blossom Metaver
se is at incubation stage. Sunflower Blossom
Metaverse is a compelling VR METAVERSE
GAME with an ecosystem for players to
travel online all over the world, to collect and
trade NFTs.
Sunflower Blossom Metaverse is a non-replic
able, authenticate and scarce digital asset.
Players enter to travel to Sunflower Blossom
Metaverse through VR to sell their creations
as NFT in a marketplace of VR scenes.
Players own and capture the value in NFT of
their contributions to the ecosystem.
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MAIN FEATURES
Metaverse Virtual Travel
Virtual travel in Sunflower Blossom Metaverse one step ahead of real travel. The
origin of the term "Virtual Tour" dates back to 1994 after the demonstration of a 3D
reconstruction of Dudley Castle in England in the 1550s. With the advancement of
technology, it is now possible for tourists to choose a destination and experience a
virtual tour through their
computer screen or phone. Combined with virtual reality
and augmented virtual reality, one can get lost in a world that is as vivid as the real
one.
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With just one click, people were immediately present at Tenaya Lake, Yosemite Water
fall or Half Dome - where it will take 11 hours to walk and climb to reach. In the
Sunflower Blossom Metaverse, "visitors" of these virtual tours can choose up to 200
destinations with a 360-degree view and real sounds like birds singing, waterfall
sounds, voices of people and even footsteps stepping on dry branches.
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Virtual tourism is also an emerging trend in the
Sunflower Blossom Metaverse. Sunflower
Blossom Airlines will provide the virtual flights
at an altitude of 8,000 meters, combined with
a ground tour service depending on the user’s
demand. Customers can fully experience the
local customs and cuisine of New York,
California, Hawaii, Paris, Rome, Finland,
Spain, New Zealand, Australia, Japan and
other countries.

In addition, visitors can also choose to travel
through time and space, as well as enjoy
delicious "on-board meals" prepared by top
chefs.
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MAIN FEATURES
Best Virtual Spots in Sunflower Blossom Metaverse
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Keukenhof Park
There is nothing more synonymous with Holland than tulips. In the Sunflower Blossom Metaverse,
you may spot a thousand bouquets at outdoor markets, the best place to see virtual peak tulip
pageantry is at Keukenhof park in Amsterdam. Visitors can stroll through fields brimming with
thousands of enormous, virtual mood-boosting sunflowers at the Anderson’s Sunflower Farm.
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Kawachi Fujien Garden
When it comes to virtual wildflower tourism in Sunflower Blossom Metaverse, that’s when the season of sakura,
or cherry blossoms, hits its fever pitch and the famous purple “Wisteria Tunnel” at Kawachi Fujien Garden. Or
one flower that receives considerably less attention, is the humble Kyushu azalea, or miyama kirishima, which
grows in wild abundance on the volcanic plateaus of Kyushu Island. All will be reproduced lifelike in a 3D virtual
space; users can watch and immerse in the fresh and lively natural space.
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Halle Forest
The Spring in “Blue Forest” in Halle ignites in a carpet of bluebells. You’ll be mesmerized by the forest
floor of this woods, as its dream-like landscape is straight out of a fairytale, where you can stroll
through winding paths and observe rabbits and deer roam the area.
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Jeju Island
Jeju Island boasts the start of springtime with its famed spring flowers. Sprawling up the slopes of
Mountain, these bright yellow rapeseed and canola flowers and cherry blossoms are a sight to be seen
and to experience with the perfect backdrop.
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Monet’s Garden
You can explore Monet’s Garden in Giverny, a small village with the lily ponds in full action and
admire the famous Japanese bridge covered with wisteria, then see Monet’s cheerful pastel-colored
home.
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Carlsbad Flower Fields
Carlsbad Flower Fields put on a rainbow display of beautiful ranunculus flowers. Set on a hillside
overlooking the coastline, it’s not only great for admiring beautiful florals but it also has familyfriendly activities like wagon rides and themed events.
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Hawaii Tropical Botanical Garden
Hawaii Tropical Botanical Garden has a collection of virtual tropical plants with over 2,000 species,
representing more than 125 families and 750 genera. Throughout the tropical rainforest there are
bubbling streams, beautiful waterfalls and exciting ocean vistas along the rugged coast.
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VR Platforms
In Sunflower Blossom Metaverse, together with
Metaverse Virtual Travel, the owners can come
to interact with each other and feel as real as
possible instead of only chatting.

Members can build a virtual Sunflower Blossom
world together and transact using SFT token to go
travel, to buy goods and services in the Sunflower
Blossom Metaverse. One of the technologies that can
make this happen is the VR Platform.
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VR Platforms
Holders can use their Sunflower NFT as a key to
enter the Sunflower Blossom Metaverse in VR
World. You can be anyone you want to be
behind the Sunflower Blossom personal avatar
once you enter the Metaverse.

Relationships can be formed in the VR world, and
you can even get married, breed a baby to have
another baby Sunflower NFT. You can travel, go shop
ping, trading, finance, socializing with Sunflower
Blossom besties & paying for clothes using SFT tokens.
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VR Platforms
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You can ask for help with homework or work assignments where other residents
are willing to help or motivated to be hired and paid by SFT tokens. All activities
are of course permanently recorded on the blockchain. Imagine all the possibilities
you can do with your Sunflower tokens in the VR world as one of the first
Metaverse projects to be featured in this VR system.

SUNFLOWER ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the Sunflower Blossom Metaverse is divided into three
layers: the Consensus Layer, the Content Layer, and the Real-Time Layer.

Ownership of assets is established at the consensus level. "Sunflower Blosso
m Metaverse" uses smart contracts to manage metaverse assets, recording
ownership of assets and transaction history on hard-to-tamper blockchains.
All assets are represented by NFT and are unique.
In the content distribution layer, Sunflower Blossom Metaverse uses a
decentralized storage system to distribute the content needed to render the
world, each with a corresponding file description and based on IPFS
storage. In fact, content is represented in its entirety by multiple files,
including object content, P2P protocols, script content, and so on.
In the live rendering layer, clients communicate with each other by
establishing point-to-point connections with the help of the asset owner or
third-party-hosted servers. The user's social experience in the "Sunflower
Blossom Metaverse" will include self-dressing, targeting other users and
online travel, online voice chat, messaging, and interacting with the virtual
environment.
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COMMUNITY PRINCIPLES
Use technology as a service

Use services to attract users

Use perfect and efficient business logic and blockchain technology to
continuously improve the efficiency of the blockchain service industry

Bring a more comfortable experience to users and a more concise docking
process

Maximize the recognition of the blockchain services industry to the benefit of
the Sunflower Blossom community
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TOKENOMICS

T O TA L S U P P LY
100,000,000,000 SFT
Token name: SUNFLOWER
Token symbol: SFT
Platform: BSC (Binance Smart Chain)
Currencies accepted: USDT, USDR

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Reserve Fund
08%
Private
10%

Team Operation

12%

12,000,000,000

Marketing &
Airdrop

10%

10,000,000,000

Strategic
partners

10%

10,000,000,000

Reward &
Liquidity pool

30%

IT Team &
Advisors

10%

10,000,000,000

Seed

10%

10,000,000,000

Private

10%

10,000,000,000

Reverse Fund

8%

8,000,000,000

Team Operation
12%
Marketing &
Airdrop
10%

Seed
10%

Strategic partners
10%

30,000,000,000
IT Team & Advisors
10%

Reward & Liquidity
pool
30%
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Global Company
Global partnership
No. 1 domestic and Global

Business expanding
Securing Core -User
Platform value-up
Stabilize the token economy
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Viral effects
Marketing activities
Zoom in on the base

Loyal customers
Web, Mobile commerce
Local commercial

ROADMAP
Q1 / 2022

- NFT / Metaverse
Development / Test
- Test to upgrade the
establishment of a
decentralized Celine
transaction service
- Upgrade mining
mechanism security
- Launch smart
contract
- System Upgrade
- Listing on first CEX
- Post launch
marketing campaigns
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Q2 / 2022
- Implement of
contact
- Upgrade side
chain
- Upgrade big
data analysis
services
- Development
of mainnet
expansion
- Introduction
of testing 3D
scanning
technology

Q3 / 2022
- Public Launch on
Pancake swap
- Implement of
token payment
service
- NFT/ Metaverse
alpha version open
- Optimization to
shorten commitment
- Voting process,
code
advancement/securi
ty upgrade
- Further CEX
listings

Q4 / 2022

- Expanding the
mainnet and
applying multichain
- Expand the
mainnet and
introduce an
optimization plan
for multi-chain
application
- Optimization of
Al and SEO
- NFT/ Metaverse
beta version open

2023
- Advanced
application of
NFT/Metaverse
- NET/ Metavere
advanced
version open
- Security
upgrades
- Advancement
of the multichain
application
system

2024
- Global
Service
- Category
enlargement
system test

PA R T N E R S
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Julia Zurich

OUR TEAM
Our lab team comprises a group of
blockchain guns who are true
believers in Sunflower Blossom
Metaverse. We are Sunflower lovers,
space explorers, game developers
and blockchain technology geeks,
with core members coming out of
the world’s largest tech companies
including Google, Microsoft, Tesla,
Apple, Amazon, Siberian Oil and
Nintendo.

Developer

Peyush Bansal
Creative Director

Travis Bingham

Sasha Zhao
Head of Product

CEO

Bradley Howell
CMO

Christopher Hendricks
Marketing Director

Rich Barton
Strategy Director
Lynn Hartz
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Lead Designer

Travis Bingham - CEO
With 15 years focused on early-stage
tech startups, he brings a wealth of
experience and vision in marketing
strategy, business operations, lead
generation, and hyper-growth antics.
He has held Director and C-level
positions in 8 startups, 5 of which have
gone on to a profitable exit. Like many,
he believes that blockchain will make
the world a better and more equitable
place.

Sasha Zhao - Head of Product
Always been interested in new technologies
from gaming to blockchain. From a
marketing and business background, he has
17 years entrepreneurship and management
experience in the IT and sales industry. He
has 10 years of product management
executive experience in the AdTech and
MarTech industries. Passionate about
building digital products and is excited to
apply his experience and fresh perspective in
the crypto space.
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Bradley Howell - CMO
He has extensive experience of combining
tech with the music, entertainment and
sports worlds. His past collaborations with
numerous multinational companies have
seen him combine international brands such
as Microsoft, AMG, Sledgehammer Games,
McLaren, Plextronics and EA Games with
International artists including Sting,
Jamiroquai, Pharrell Williams, 50 Cent, The
Weekend and French Montana, amongst
many others.

Peyush Bansal
Creative Director
He is a full-time filmmaker
with
a
decade
of
experience in videography.
His creative genius was
behind building one of the
top YouTube channels and
podcasts in Malaysia. He
has a very unique ability to
send a strong message
without words.
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Christopher Hendricks
Marketing Director

Rich Barton
Strategy Director

With over 10 years of
experience
in
internet
marketing and SEO, he
bridges products with clients.
He's able to reach the right
people at the right time with
the right message to make
scaling a breeze.

Crypto day trader and
corporate strategist focused on
cryptocurrencies, tech startups, and replacing obsolete
social, economic, and political
systems through technology.
Advocate
of
DeFi,
transhumanism, extropianism,
and the metaverse.

Julia Zurich
Developer

Lynn Hartz
Lead Designer

She has over 15 years
engineering experience in IT.
She's a highly experienced
developer and architect in a
wide range of technologies
including backend, frontend,
databases
and
cloud
solutions.

She was one of the earlier
joiners at Codewise. Her
multifaceted skills helped
build one of the fastest
growing
companies
in
Europe. From design, UI to
the creative vision, there isn't
a task that's out of depth.

